Introduction
This file contains the supplementary figures S0 to S8. (Fichtner, et al. 2013) , having used the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm for the data-fitting (see Section 3.2), at 52 km depth and with QBehn anelasticity correction. VS distributions have been divided into four ranges, "very slow", "slow", "fast" and "very fast", representing different regions of the tomography model (See Fig 3) . In Figures a-d , the top row shows the temperature distributions of the best-fitting models, the middle row shows the Q distributions of these models, and the bottom row shows the fit to the seismic data: black lines are the VS distributions of the tomography model and coloured bars are the distributions of the synthetic models. In general the fit is mostly close to 100%, with the exception of the "very slow" models under anhydrous conditions (see 8a).
Figures e-f show the frequency distributions of the chemical compositions of the models expressed as wt % oxides: grey histograms show the prior distribution, and coloured histograms are the "best-fitting" models,. For comparison, the prior distributions are plotted in Figure 5 . Figure S1c
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